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	In my twenty-five-year consulting practice with about half the

	Fortune 500 firms, and in coaching executives and entrepreneurs

	globally, I’ve found a fascinating phenomenon: not enough people

	prepare for success!





	They prepare for failure, disappointment, delay, and even cataclysm,

	but not necessarily for the blessings and opportunities that regularly

	occur in life and work. Hence, my attraction to Roberta Matuson’s

	work and her distinctive approach to managing up and down. This

	book is intended to turn you topsy-turvy. How appropriate!





	Volatility in the workplace is not a passing fad, temporary trend,

	or singular aspect of unpredictable economies. It is the new normal. As

	you view your career—not merely your “work” nor solely your “job”—

	you must assume a 360-degree view, because at any given time you

	may be suddenly thrust into a different part of that universe. You may

	emerge groggy from the wormhole, or you can emerge primed and

	ready for new responsibilities and differing relationships.





	Relationships change based on juxtaposition. Yesterday’s lunch

	buddy can be tomorrow’s trusted lieutenant or troublesome nihilist. The

	earth isn’t flat and neither is your professional or business universe. You

	will move, rotate, and revolve among others, but your alignment and

	realignment aren’t subject to immutable laws of nature, quantum physics,

	or “dark matter.”They are dependent upon your own preparation

	and energetic responsibility for new conditions and relationships. Unlike

	the universe, it’s not uncommon for rapidly moving organizational bodies

	to crash and burn. Unfortunately, we all see it happen routinely.
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Creating a Database in FileMaker Pro 8 : Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
If you want to make a great-looking, practical database fast but don't want to get bogged down with the details, then you need a Visual QuickProject Guide!   If you've never created a database before, the task can be daunting. Recognizing that you don't necessarily want or need to know about every FileMaker Pro 8...
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Practical Guide to Low Voltage DirectiveNewnes, 1998
Compliance with the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) is now essential for CE marking.  Products cannot leave your firm without it.  This book provides essential and informative reading for company directors, engineers, designers and students designing, manufacturing or studying the design of electrical products covered by the Low Voltage Directive....
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Swift Development with Cocoa: Developing for the Mac and iOS App StoresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Ready to build apps for iPhone, iPad, and Mac now that Swift has landed? If you’re an experienced programmer who’s never touched Apple developer tools, this hands-on book shows you how to use the Swift language to make incredible iOS and OS X apps, using Cocoa and Cocoa Touch.

	
		Learn how to use Swift in a wide...
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Harming Future Persons: Ethics, Genetics and the Nonidentity Problem (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2009
This collection of essays investigates the obligations we have in respect of future persons, from our own future offspring to distant future generations. Can we harm them? Can we wrong them? Can the fact that our choice brings a worse off person into existence in place of a better off but "nonidentical" person make...
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Housing Policy in Australia: A Case for System ReformPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This book, the first comprehensive overview of housing policy in Australia in 25 years, investigates the many dimensions of housing affordability and government actions that affect affordability outcomes. It analyses the causes and implications of declining home ownership, rising rates of rental stress and the neglect of...
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Designing and Building Enterprise DMZsSyngress Publishing, 2006
This is the only book available on building network DMZs, which are the cornerstone of any good enterprise security configuration. It covers market-leading products from Microsoft, Cisco, and Check Point.

One of the most complicated areas of network technology is designing, planning, implementing, and constantly maintaining a...
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